Iron kinetics effects of 88 millirads. Partial-versus-total body X-irradiation.
Rats were irradiated with one tibia shielded (95% marrow exposure), total body exposed (TBI, 100%), and only one tibia exposed (5%), or they were sham irradiated (SI, 0%). Plasma Fe-59 clearance time (T1/2) and Fe-59 content ratio in the right and left tibia (RT/LT) were assayed to determine the erythroid activity of the overall marrow of the animals and the relative marrow activity in the exposed and shielded tibias, respectively. When a major fraction of the overall marrow was shielded or irradiated, the overall erythroid activity levels were identical to those of the SI and TBI animals, respectively. Interestingly, enhanced normoblastosis was observed in the marrow of the exposed tibia of individual animals exhibiting normal erythroid activity in 95% of the marrow. Conversely, localized marrow with normal erythroid activity was found in a shielded tibia of individual rats, demonstrating an enhanced erythroid activity in a major fraction of the total body. It was concluded that 88 mrad can alter marrow functions in a small isolated skeletal region as effectively as in the whole body, and tandem assays of the Fe-59 T1/2 and Fe-59 RT/LT can facilitate ultra-low-dose X-ray studies involved with partial body exposures.